MODULE OVERVIEW

ENERGY!MONITORING

IMPROVE#YOUR#CR$%&#DATA#COLLECTION#
WITH#URJANET’S#AUTOMATED#UTILITY#DATA#SERVICE

cr360 and Urjanet partner to provide an end-to-end solution that empowers advanced data management and visualization.
Urjanet Utility Data Service helps to eliminate the burden of data access, aggregation, and entry by providing a feed of
accurate, timely, and complete utility data directly into cr360’s industry-leading sustainability so!ware. cr360 and Urjanet
allow you to gain a more accurate understanding of your energy consumption, resulting in be"er, more informed decisions
for your business.

Measure consumption,
usage and costs.
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Create and share livedashboards and export reports.
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invoices.
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Identify areas to improve
performance and energy
eﬃciency, calculate carbon
emissions, save costs.

MODULE OVERVIEW

A!CLOSER!LOOK!AT!DATA!COLLECTION!WITH!URJANET
WHAT#CAN#URJANET#UTILITY#DATA#SERVICE#DO#
FOR#ME?#
Your cr360 system does not change but your data collection sources
are enhanced. Urjanet’s technology obtains your utility bill data and
automatically delivers it into your cr360 platform.
Urjanet Utility Data Service provides an additional source of utility bill
data that is obtained directly from your utility providers with automated
processing. These automation tools help you to reduce manual data
collection as much as possible. Having an additional, automated data
source means that your data set will be more accurate and complete.

HOW#DOES#IT#WORK?
Urjanet’s technology extracts, standardizes, and delivers utility bill data
from over 3,000 disparate global utility providers. The data is then transferred to cr360 to be incorporated into your cr360 platform.
You can then have the data available in the same standard cr360 se"ing you are used to using.

KEY#FEATURES#AND#BENEFITS#
• A complete and accurate view of energy consumption
• Time savings from automating data collection and shi!ing time away from manual data entry
• Increasing the productivity and eﬀectiveness of your team to focus on more strategic projects

Our strategic partnership helps cr360 users to quickly gain powerful, high-level insights into their
energy performance, reduce energy costs where appropriate, and make strides in tackling their GHG
emissions. Through cr360’s platform, our data provides quantifiable value to sustainability professionals
and makes their processes dramatically more efficient.
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Contact Urjanet or cr360 to find out more information:
Email info@urjanet.com or visit www.urjanet.com
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Email info@cr360.com or visit www.cr360.com

